GDPR and PECR:
To ask for consent or not?
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) states that there are six legal
grounds for processing personal data.
However, there are two that are likely to be used as a legal basis for direct
marketing: consent and legitimate interests.
The rules are further complicated by the Privacy and Electronic
Communications Regulations (PECR), which mandates that consent is
required in specific circumstances when using electronic marketing channels.
Where PECR does not require consent, organisations may be able to use
legitimate interests as a legal basis for direct marketing rather than consent.
The below chart summarises and simplifies which legal grounds are most
appropriate depending on the marketing method:

GDPR legal basis
Marketing method
Consent
required
by PECR
Consent
not
required/
PECR not
applicable

Legitimate
interests

Consent

Emails/text messages to individuals - without ‘soft opt-in’
Automated phone calls
‘Live’ phone calls to TPS/CPTS registered numbers

Emails/text messages to individuals - obtained using ‘soft opt-in’
‘Live’ phone calls where there is no TPS/CTPS registration or objection
Post/direct mail to business contacts
Post/direct mail to consumers
Emails/text messages to business contacts

Conclusion
Marketers often confuse or conflate GDPR and PECR but it’s important to understand the difference between the two.
The GDPR applies to all your marketing that uses personal data, while PECR applies on top of GDPR when you’re marketing
over electronic channels.
Ensure that you comply with both pieces of legislation and use this chart to double check which legal ground in GDPR is likely
to be most appropriate.
Bear in mind that PECR requires consent in certain instances but where PECR doesn’t require consent or isn’t applicable you
can use legitimate interests as your legal ground.
However, in order to use legitimate interests you must carry out a legitimate interests assessment and successfully complete it.
More information about consent and legitimate interest can be found in our GDPR guidance.
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